Label for Proventia EHDPF – System and Engine Label

**Laser marking information:**

PROVENTIA EMISSION CONTROL  
TIEOTIE 1, OULUNSAKO, FINLAND 90460  
FOR SERVICE CALL 800-609-4021  
VDECS FAMILY: CA/PEC/2009/PM3+/N00/OF/DPF01  
SERIAL NUMBER: DYYDPFSSSS SERVICE PART NUMBER: F00995  
MONTH AND YEAR OF MANUFACTURE: MM-YYYY

Approved Diesel Emissions Control System name:  
CA/PEC/2009/PM3+/N00/OF/DPF01

S/N in above label is an example. Actual labels will have unique serial numbers with the following criteria: D will represent the day of manufacture; YY will represent the two digit year of manufacture; SSSS will represent the incremental production number of each system. The Service Part Number is the same for all Proventia EHDPF systems.